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Diwali is a time for festivity and celebration with 
loved ones. And what better way to celebrate it 
than in a thoughtful, mindful manner, where our 
festivities do not harm the environment in any 
way? Here are choices that you can make to 
celebrate an eco-friendly Diwali. 

MAKE YOUR OWN DIYAS
Yes, Diwali is the festival of lights. And a home 
decorated with lights looks so pretty! But given 
the effects of climate change and increasing 
pollution, conserving our natural resources is 
all the more important. Instead of using electric 
light décor items, use earthen diyas instead. 

And while you can buy eco-friendly diyas from 
your local markets, how about making them at 
home yourself with clay or whole-wheat 
dough? There are loads of online tutorials that 
you can follow to make your own diyas. And 
they will be a fun activity for the whole family 
as well!

REUSE COOKING OIL
What do you do with all the leftover cooking 
oil? Most people just throw it away, but have 
you ever thought of reusing it to light your 
diyas? Strain the oil after it has been used and 
store in clear glass containers. Use them to 
light your diyas during Diwali.
 
MAKE HEALTHY SWEETS
We all know Diwali is a time to indulge in your 
sweet tooth, with the plethora of mithais 
available everywhere. But why not make them 
at home? That way you can make your favourite 
sweets with healthy ingredients and not have 
to worry about the calories and sugar and 
excess fat! Make your favourite kaju katli with 
organic honey instead of sugar, make laddus 
with dry fruits or multigrains, use broken wheat 

and whole wheat instead of refined flour, make 
a kheer with bottle gourd, use quinoa to make a 
kheer – your options are aplenty!

Wellbe Quinoa, Wellbe Wild Forest Honey, 
Organic Bottle Gourd, Vanam A2 Milk, Pure And 
Sure Organic Wheat Flour, Wellbe Organic 
Almonds, Cashew Nuts and Raisins
   
NATURAL RANGOLI
Don’t the colourful and intricate rangolis 
outside houses look lovely? This Diwali, use 
natural ingredients to make them. A paste 
made of rice flour, turmeric powder and flowers 
colour are all eco-friendly and healthier 
options as compared to chemical-based 
colours.

Wellbe Rice Flour, Wellbe Turmeric, Rose Bazaar 
Assorted Puja Flowers

ORGANIC PUJA INGREDIENTS
Rituals are an important part of festivities. Use 
organic wherever possible whether it comes to 
incense sticks or cones and flowers.

Aurofeel Incense Sticks, Swaha Dhoop Cones, 
Swaha Edible Camphor

SAY NO TO CRACKERS
Over the last few years people have become 
increasingly aware of the pitfalls of bursting 
crackers. Rising air pollution, sound pollution, 
harmful chemicals, animals and birds getting 
scared are some of the primary reasons. Let’s 
be kind to our environment and not burst 
crackers!

ECO-FRIENDLY DÉCOR
This is often the time most people decide to 
give their home a makeover. Why not upcycle 
some of your old sarees and convert them into 
curtains, table cloths or bed sheets? Use flower 
garlands as part of your décor. And why not get 
your children to create a DIY craft item to 
decorate their rooms, like lanterns and 
streamers out of old newspaper and stringing 
them? And when shopping, use jute/cloth and 
not plastic shopping bags.

Aksobha Jute Shopping bag, OC Coco Basket 
Hanger

HEALTHY SNACKS
Meeting friends is a big part of Diwali 
celebrations. Since we are in the midst of a 
pandemic, virtual get-togethers are the norm, 
but snacking remains an integral part! Opt for 
baked, not deep-fried snacks. Choose snacks 
made with ingredients such as rice flour and 
cold-pressed oil rather than refined flour and 
conventionally sourced oil.

Phalada Pure and Sure Organic Chakkali, Nutty 
Yogi Masala Khakhra, Nxtgen Pumpkin Seeds

GIFT HEALTH
Sweets are one of the most popular gifting 
options during Diwali – how about opting for 
something healthy and organic instead? 
Whether it is organic dry fruits, low calorie 
snacks, beautiful candles and diffusers or 
organic fruits, prioritise health and wellness. In 
fact, later on in these pages of these magazines 
we have some great gifting options for you.
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It’s all about getting the simple things right. 
Here’s wishing you and your loved ones a 
joyous, healthy and eco-friendly Diwali. 

B R A N D  M AT T E R S
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The Bengaluru-based Avadata Organics brand 
was launched in September 2017. Their goal: 
to encourage the use of eco-conscious and 
natural products and create a positive impact 
on people’s health and the environment. 
Anitha Chris Evert, Managing Director, Avadata 
Organics Pvt Ltd, shares the brand story. 
  
The Organic World: Do you see a growing shift 
towards clean living? What are the benefits of 
adopting such a lifestyle?
Anitha Christ Evert: Yes, definitely. Though the 
awareness was always there, people were 
hesitant to make the shift due to many factors. 
But now, because of the pandemic, people have 
realised the value of good health and clean 
living. It’s not a choice anymore.

Some of the well-known health benefits of 
clean living include an increased feeling of 
overall well being. Clean foods fill our body 
with plentiful vitamins and minerals, 
high-quality protein and healthy fats, which 
improve heart and brain health, assist with 
weight management, build a stronger immune 
system and increase energy levels, among 
other benefits.

TOW: What was the idea behind setting up 
Avadata Organics?
ACE: Avadata Organics was created from a 
strong passion to make mankind live healthier 
& wholesome lives, using sustainable and 
plant-based products. The core philosophy 
envisioned by Avadata’s approach to 
sustainable living is grounded in the common 
belief of living a better life without harming 
the environment and its wealth of resources.

Living a healthy lifestyle is not just about 
cutting out any junk food. It requires you to get 

the highest nutrients from every bite of food 
without the chemicals.
We have drawn from our personal experience 
with a special child who has a genetic mutation 
- this got us thinking and research led to the 
revelation that, the food we eat is one of the 
main reasons for such illnesses. We were very 
eager to use our extensive experience in order 
to encourage the use of eco-conscious and 
natural products for a positive impact on 
people’s health and the environment, hence 
started Avadata Organics three years ago.

TOW: What are the sort of products you retail?
ACE: Avadata Organics is a food processing 
company. Besides sourcing superior quality 
organic products, we also do innovative 
product development and research on 
ingredients. We have around 85 products 
across categories. Our product range includes:
Sweeteners, Oils & Ghee, Blended Masalas, Non 
Veg Masalas, Spices Powder, Whole Spices, Rice, 
Pulses, Flours, Millets, Nuts & Dry Fruits, 
Pickles, Wellness & Health Products.

TOW: I have read that your products are created 
using age-old recipes taken from moms' and 
grand moms' recipe books. Can you tell me a 
little bit more about this?
ACE: Our mothers’ and grandmothers’ 
traditional, treasured recipes have stood the 
test of time as they are organic and chemical 
free with no adulteration, no added flavour and 
colour.  
Convinced that the rise of 15-minute meals and 
Social Media-led cooking would render old 
recipes irrelevant, we at Avadata feared for our 
own culinary heritage. We decided to present 
age-old Indian preparations in easy, 
ready-to-cook packages. 

These recipes are hand roasted in an iron skillet 
to perfection with locally grown traditional 
spices and packaged in biodegradable 
materials to retain the authentic taste, flavour 
and aroma.

TOW: What is the message that you want to 
communicate with your products? 
ACE: The goodness of organic and naturally 
sourced products might be known to most, but 
rarely do people pick the eco alternative. Our 
core philosophy is to showcase the benefits of 
eating simple. We want to share our vision to 
propagate the use of eco-conscious and natural 
products for a positive impact on people’s 
health. 

 AVADATA ORGANICS 
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high-quality protein and healthy fats, which 
improve heart and brain health, assist with 
weight management, build a stronger immune 
system and increase energy levels, among 
other benefits.

TOW: What was the idea behind setting up 
Avadata Organics?
ACE: Avadata Organics was created from a 
strong passion to make mankind live healthier 
& wholesome lives, using sustainable and 
plant-based products. The core philosophy 
envisioned by Avadata’s approach to 
sustainable living is grounded in the common 
belief of living a better life without harming 
the environment and its wealth of resources.

Living a healthy lifestyle is not just about 
cutting out any junk food. It requires you to get 

the highest nutrients from every bite of food 
without the chemicals.
We have drawn from our personal experience 
with a special child who has a genetic mutation 
- this got us thinking and research led to the 
revelation that, the food we eat is one of the 
main reasons for such illnesses. We were very 
eager to use our extensive experience in order 
to encourage the use of eco-conscious and 
natural products for a positive impact on 
people’s health and the environment, hence 
started Avadata Organics three years ago.

TOW: What are the sort of products you retail?
ACE: Avadata Organics is a food processing 
company. Besides sourcing superior quality 
organic products, we also do innovative 
product development and research on 
ingredients. We have around 85 products 
across categories. Our product range includes:
Sweeteners, Oils & Ghee, Blended Masalas, Non 
Veg Masalas, Spices Powder, Whole Spices, Rice, 
Pulses, Flours, Millets, Nuts & Dry Fruits, 
Pickles, Wellness & Health Products.

TOW: I have read that your products are created 
using age-old recipes taken from moms' and 
grand moms' recipe books. Can you tell me a 
little bit more about this?
ACE: Our mothers’ and grandmothers’ 
traditional, treasured recipes have stood the 
test of time as they are organic and chemical 
free with no adulteration, no added flavour and 
colour.  
Convinced that the rise of 15-minute meals and 
Social Media-led cooking would render old 
recipes irrelevant, we at Avadata feared for our 
own culinary heritage. We decided to present 
age-old Indian preparations in easy, 
ready-to-cook packages. 

These recipes are hand roasted in an iron skillet 
to perfection with locally grown traditional 
spices and packaged in biodegradable 
materials to retain the authentic taste, flavour 
and aroma.

TOW: What is the message that you want to 
communicate with your products? 
ACE: The goodness of organic and naturally 
sourced products might be known to most, but 
rarely do people pick the eco alternative. Our 
core philosophy is to showcase the benefits of 
eating simple. We want to share our vision to 
propagate the use of eco-conscious and natural 
products for a positive impact on people’s 
health. 

B R A N D  M AT T E R S





Rolling dough, cutting cookie shapes and 
vegetables, stirring ingredients together – all 
these activities help develop motor skills.
  
Promotes healthy eating: 
This is a great way to encourage your child to 
eat healthy. You can tell them how carrots are 
rich in Vitamin A, which helps boost eyesight. 
Why five a day is good for you. When you make 
a whole-wheat pizza base, they will understand 
why refined flour isn’t good for health. Or why 
jaggery is used in place of white sugar when 
baking a cake. This will allow them to make 
healthy food-related decisions. And when they 
cook new things at home, they may be 
encouraged to eat them as well, which helps 
in broadening their tastes!

It’s all about self-confidence: 
When your child cooks something on their own, 
it’s a matter of pride for them and gives them 
a sense of accomplishment. As they cook more, 
they get more independent, which boosts their 
self-confidence. When they see a dish at a 
restaurant that they like, their attitude will be 
one of ‘I can make this’, which boosts their 
overall sense of self-worth.
  
Family time: 
Cooking with your child is a great way to 
encourage family time. Spend some time with 
them, looking for that recipe to try. Help them 
find the ingredients. Then get down to cooking!
The idea is to make it as stress-free as possible 
and have fun. And let them enjoy and learn in 
the process!

Children should learn how to cook. It’s a basic 
life skill that will hold them in good stead for 
the future: it’s a confidence booster, lets them 
be independent and enhances their creativity, 
among other things. In other words, it helps in 
their socio-economic development, boosts their 
motor skills and encourages cognitive and 
language development.

Yes, we agree, sometimes it can be a chore. 
Watching your three-year-old put her sticky, 
chocolate-coated fingers on the wall as she 
helps you mix icing? Or the jar of salt spilled 
into the curry, when spooning in a teaspoon? 
Little fingers getting too close to a hot bowl 
or sharp knives? And cleaning up the mess 
after the task is done? Yes, we know that 
getting your children to cook might end up 
taking a lot more kitchen-time than it actually 
should.  But there are several good reasons 
why you should persevere, with all the safety 
parameters in place of course!

Children learn by using their senses: 
It’s all about touch, feel, taste, smell and sight 
for children. And what better way for them to 
engage their senses than when cooking? From 
the sizzle of onions frying in ghee to the sharp 
smell of garlic, cooking helps the children 
engage all their senses and keeps them 
interested and focused!

Improves language, math, motor & reading 
skills: 
Cooking helps your child learn about various 
measurements, adding, subtracting and even 
fractions!  Reading recipes out to you can help 
enhance their reading abilities. They can also 
pick up new words from the ingredients and 
instructions that will add to their vocabulary. 





If there is one tradition that has remained a 
constant through the years, it is that of Diwali 
gifting. Families and friends get together on 
these auspicious days and exchange tokens of 
love and celebration. This year, though, things 
could be slightly distant. Online catch ups will 
probably be the norm – but it’s unlikely to 
dampen the gifting tradition!

We have put together a list of items that make 
for guilt-free gifting. Gifts that espouse our 
better choice philosophy: for you, for the 
family and the environment.

WELLBE DRY FRUITS GIFT BOXES
What’s Diwali without dry fruits? Snack on 
them or use them on your desserts – you can’t 
go wrong with this! Organic, wholesome and 
delicious raisins, almonds and cashew nuts, 
carefully packed in an eco-friendly, pretty box 
make for the perfect gifting option!

SCENTED DELIGHTS 
Diwali is often the time people do up their 
homes to look its best. Scented candles and 
diffusers are a go-to gifting option at this time. 
Not only do they look beautiful, they also leave 
your home smelling great! We have a range of 
scented candles and diffusers that you can pair 
with calming scented oils, all from Ekam, for 
you to choose from.

CANDLE LOVE
Diwali is the festival of lights – add to the 
brightness when you choose beautifully 
designed candles from The Herb Boutique. 
Their products are all-natural and handcrafted 
and made with carefully sourced organic 
ingredients.

HEALTHY SNACKING
Whether it's spending time with family at home 
or catching up with your loved ones in online 
parties, snacks are never far behind. Diwali is a 
time for indulgence – why not make it 
guilt-free by gifting healthy snacks! Lo! Foods 
offer a range of snacks from murukku, and 
cookies to peanuts and mixture that are 
low-carb, high-fibre and don’t compromise on 
crunch and taste!

FRUITS, ALWAYS
Show your appreciation to our farmers who 
grow organic, chemical-free products that are 
good for you and the environment! Put 
together a fruit basket with a range of 
nutritious, chemical-free, fresh fruits as a gift 
for your loved ones this Diwali.

www.theorganicworld.com





Meet one of your youngest customers, Kyra!
Kyra is a vivacious little girl who recently 
celebrated her fifth birthday. She loves 
puppies, is in awe of pirates and aspires to be 
an astronaut so that she can live on Mars 
someday! She has been shopping at The 
Organic World HSR store and shares her 
experiences!

The Organic World: Do you remember the first 
time you visited The Organic World? Who did 
you go with? What did you do?
Kyra: It was a long time ago. I went with my 
mom to buy groceries at the newly opened 
store. I discovered some toys to play with and 
was quite happy. Shalini Akka offered me a few 
bite sized treats to see if I liked the taste. They 
were yum!

TOW: How often do you visit and shop The 
Organic World? 
Kyra: I visit as often as I can! Before the 
pandemic I used to visit every day on my way 
home from kindergarten.

TOW: What do you like about shopping at TOW? 
What is your favourite section? What are your 
favourite things to buy?
Kyra: There are a lot of yummy things to buy at 
The Organic World. I love the refrigerated 
section, especially the cheeses and yogurts. 
Nourish Organics Chocolate Coconut Cookies, 
Pascati Chocolates and Mishti Doi are some of 
my favourite things to buy!

TOW: Are there any fun things that you get to 
do when you are shopping over there? 
Kyra: Everyone is very nice to me at the store. I 
even got to inaugurate the cafe last year. I love 
to run around and look for new stuff. I used to 
love the Children’s’ Corner and all the fun toys 
out there when I was ‘littler’. I was also very 
happy with the painting workshop I had been 
invited for on the occasion of Children’s Day.

TOW: Is there something that you especially 
want to see on the shelves the next time you go 
there?
Kyra: I’d love to get freshly baked pastries and 
cake and cookies too. Could you also stock 
Dabble Finger Paints too? And I’d very much 
like the cafe to carry my favourite pasta and 
soups once again please.





Chelston Pinto is the Strength and Conditioning 
Coach for FC Bengaluru United, who play in the 
I-League 2nd division. We at The Organic World 
are proud to associate with them as their 
nutrition partner. Chelston shares his fitness 
tips for everyone working their way back to a 
fit lifestyle, especially given the constraints of 
working from home.
  
With most of us working for home, staying fit 
assumes even more importance. 
According to Chelston, it’s the need of the hour.  
For the general population who are busy with 
their commitments be it work, family etc, there 
is a need to stay fit and work out at their 
convenience. He thinks home workouts are 
best whether it is through pre-recorded videos, 
live sessions or an online training plan.

Gyms have opened, but some people are still 
wary about returning to them. 
“At this moment, it's all about professionals in 
the field educating the general population 
about adapting to this situation,” says 
Chelston. “Movement is going to be restricted 
but continuing to live a healthy and balanced 
lifestyle is essential.” His advice: Move around 
every 15-20 minutes and workout from home, 
based on your personal fitness levels and 
convenience and make a conscious effort to 
reduce or balance nutrition to complement the 
lack of daily movement.
    
Chelston stresses that there is “no 1 size fits 
all in fitness. 
People tend to rely a lot on what they see 
online and want instant results, but in reality, 
fitness is all about sustaining a healthy and 
well-balanced lifestyle depending on 

individual and realistic goals. Fitness is an 
ongoing lifelong process!

Functional fitness and body weight training is 
the most efficient and reliable form of training 
for beginners since it helps perform daily 
activities with ease. 
A mix of strength, conditioning or HIIT, mobility, 
flexibility or yoga and mediation is a good 
balance to have in a weekly workout program 
for the mind and body.
  
As you settle into an active lifestyle, you’ll 
probably discover which foods give you the 
most energy and which have negative effects. 
The key is learning to listen to your body and 
balancing your meals.
 
Chelston shares some important 
nutritional tips:
Consuming the right kind of carbohydrates is 
important. Many people rely on the simple 
carbs found in sweets and processed foods. 
Focus on eating the complex carbs found in 
whole grains, fruits, vegetables, and beans.
 
Protein is also essential for building and 
repairing muscles, helping you enjoy the 
benefits of your workout. It can be a source of 
energy when carbohydrates are in short supply, 
but it’s not a major source of fuel during 
exercise. 

Fruits and vegetables are rich sources of 
natural fiber, vitamins, minerals, and other 
compounds that your body needs to function 
properly. They’re also low in calories and fat. 
While fat is a primary fuel for aerobic exercise, 
we have plenty stored in the body to fuel even 
the longest workouts.



Instead of eating sugar-laden food made from 
refined grains - oatmeal or other whole-grain 
food that are high in fiber.

Replace flour with whole-grain options while 
cooking.
 
If you prefer toast, choose whole-grain bread.
       

Getting back to fitness after a lull is definitely 
going to be challenging but the important part 
is to listen to your body and start slowly, 
gradually increase the intensity and focus of 
progressive loading when it comes to exercise. 







www.theorganicworld.com

Say hello to a spanking new café that’s all 
about the goodness of the farm to table 
experience! The Copper + Cloves café at The 
Organic World is where you can enjoy healthy 
and tasty food, cooked using local and 
sustainable ingredients.
  
Sarah Nicole Edwards, a certified Health and 
Wellbeing Coach, founded Copper + Cloves, as 
an online resource, where she talks about all 
things plant based and helps you learn how to 
cook healthy and tasty food using local and 
sustainable ingredients. It was her dream to 
start a café, one that espoused the food 
philosophy that she is so passionate about.
“When The Organic World and I started talking 
about running a café, I could see my dreams 
finally realising because we shared the same 
values,” says Sarah. “Both organizations are 
about making healthy, good choices more 
accessible to consumers. For The Organic World 
it’s about curating and sourcing organic 
produce; for me it’s been about creating food 
that’s easy to make and with local ingredients. 
The Organic World is very committed to locally 
sourced produce, which is very important for 
Copper and Cloves - I want to show how you 
can cook with local ingredients in different 
ways.”

“At The Organic World, it has always been our 
endeavour to provide you with better choices 
to lead a more wholesome life and in turn, 
create a better world - for you, your family, the 
community and the environment” says Gaurav 
Manchanda, Director, Sowparnika Retail Pvt Ltd. 
“Sarah’s food philosophy ties in beautifully 
with our goals, and we were more than 
delighted to partner with her and start the 
Copper + Cloves Café at our Indiranagar store.”

One of Sarah’s biggest goals behind starting 
her own café was to dispel the perception that 
healthy food CANNOT be tasty! “People 
associate healthy food with diet food - I don’t 
buy into that distinction,” she says.
One of the most popular items on the menu is 
the Spicy Avocado Mash, made with 
locally-sourced sourdough bread and avocado, 
which is currently in season. Another big hit are 
the foodie bowls: fresh to order, made with 
organic produce, fortified with ingredients such 
as flaxseed powder, hemp powder and 
ashwagandha.  The banana walnut bread is sold 
out almost every day!

Sarah describes the menu as “cuisine agnostic” 
– the Sri Lankan foodie bowl with brinjal, 
coconut sambal and red rice is a reflection of 
her Sri Lankan roots; there’s Mediterranean, 
South-east Asian and Middle Eastern food as 
well. “Our farm to table salads capture the 
essence of what to do,” explains Sarah. “We get 
the vegetables fresh in the morning, right when 
they come into The Organic World from the 
farms. We pack them with herbs, microgreens 
and all sorts of goodness.” Nothing is 
deep-fried, no refined flour is used, dates, 
jaggery and coconut sugar take the place of 
sugar, cold-pressed oils are used instead of 
conventional ones. “The idea is to let the 
different flavours of the natural ingredients 
shine through.”



So if you want to be pleasantly delighted with 
the taste of wholesome, plant-based food, head 
to the Copper + Cloves Café, only at The 
Organic World Indiranagar or order in! 

The philosophy extends to the décor as well. 
Walk in and you are enveloped in an air of 
serenity. There are plants everywhere, natural 
materials such as rubberwood have been used 
– everything points to a natural, uncluttered 
aesthetic.
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Simran is the Founder of Ovenderful, a social 
enterprise and a global community in healthy 
baking of around 35,000 members, Ovenderful 
Mom Bakers Community. She is a TEDx Speaker 
and SHEROES Champion. 

Nankhatais are such an integral part of our 
festivities and many of us who are away from 
home miss this melt in the mouth Indian 
biscuit. I wanted to keep the traditional 
flavours intact but bake a non-maida and 
no-refined white sugar version of it so that it is 
healthy and one is not worried about snacking 
on it during the festival season. It's also gluten 
free to make it a treat that even those who have 
an allergy to gluten don't miss out on. 

INGREDIENTS
3/4 cup of rajgira (amaranth) seeds dry 
roasted and ground coarsely 
1/4 cup oats flour or oat bran
1/2 cup coconut sugar
2 small green cardamom pods
1/4 cup homemade melted ghee
1 tbsp milk
Pistachio to garnish
 

METHOD
Mix flours and grind with cardamom. 
Mix coconut sugar and ghee well. 
Add the flours-cardamom mix to the 
sugar-ghee mixture
Add milk to bring dough together
Keep in fridge for an hour
Shape into balls and slightly flatten
Put pistachio on top of each
Bake for 15-18 minutes at 160 degrees C
Store in airtight container







They come with wooden handles instead 
of plastic ones, making for the perfect
eco-friendly option!

BE CALM, BE STRONG: 
Love chikki? We are sure you will love their 
peanut chikki! It contains spirulina, which is 
known for its immunity boosting properties. 
Only jaggery is used, no sugar or liquid glucose. 

Fresh arrivals at our store!

HEALTHY DIG: 
A range of namkeens that make for the perfect 
healthy snacking option this Diwali. Their 
products are baked, not fried and are high in 
fibre and less in salt. No refined flour is added, 
only superfood and millets are used!

PALMERA
Keep your home clean, naturally! Choose from 
a range of natural fibre cleaning brushes to 
clean your tiles, kitchen, utensils or toilets. 

NEW
PRODUCTS

ALERT!

www.theorganicworld.com



BUBBLE NUT WASH
10% off on their laundry cleaner and veggie 
wash. Chemical-free, natural and completely 
safe to use!

BEAUTY AND PERSONAL CARE
20% off on Mitvana’s range of hair and skin 
care products; 15% off on Mesmara and 
Organic Shop’s range of bath products 

Shopping at The Organic World this November, 
just got more exciting, thanks to a slew of 
offers coming your way!

PRONATURE
Get 15% off on their entire range of oil and 
ghee as well as saffron, jaggery, gram flour, 
almonds, walnuts, raisins and cashews!

ALL YOUR PUJA NEEDS
Get 15% off on incense sticks from Esscent by 
Arpan, 10% on the entire range of Aurofeel 
incense sticks and 5% off puja essentials from 
Swaha including camphor, diya ghee, dhoop 
and camphor cones and more!

GREAT 
OFFERS

THIS MONTH AT 
THE ORGANIC 

WORLD

www.theorganicworld.com



Koramangala | Bellandur | HSR | JP Nagar | Cunningham
Indiranagar | Whitefield | Malleshwaram | Yelahanka | Brigade Millenium
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